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$1. INTRODUCTION 
Two of the central problems of differential topology are: the classification of differentiable 
manifolds and the classification of mappings between differentiable manifolds. The notion 
of cobordism, introduced by Thorn [7], has led to useful (although crude) classification of 
differentiable manifolds. The bordism theory of Atiyah [l] provides a classification ‘up to 
cobordism’ of mappings of manifolds into a fixed manifold N. This does not allow the image 
manifold to vary within cobordism class, and hence does not give a classification of maps 
which is ‘compatible’ with the classification of manifolds. The object of this paper is to 
give such a compatible classification, and, as was done by Thorn, to reduce this classification 
to a homotopy question and then to compute the classification. 
The author is indebted to the National Science Foundation for financial support during 
this work. 
$2. COBORDISM GROUPS OF MAPS 
A map of dimension (m,n) is a triple (JM,N) consisting of two closed differentiable 
manifolds M and N of dimensions m and n respectively and a continuous function f : M + N. 
Two maps (f,M,N) and (f’,M’,N’) of dimension (m,n) will be said to be cobordant if 
there exists a triple (F, V, IV) where: 
(1) V and W are compact differentiable manifolds with boundary of dimensions 
m + 1 and n + 1 respectively; with 8 V= M u M’, 8 W= N u N’, and 
(2) F : V-t W is a continuous function whose restriction to M is $ and whose restriction 
to M’ isf’. 
The set of equivalence classes under this relation of maps of dimension (m,n) will be 
denoted N(m,n). 
If (fi,Mr,Ni), i= 1,2, represent classes Cli e N(m,n), one may define a map cf u fi, 
M,u M,, N,u Nz) by mapping the disjoint union of MI and Mz into the disjoint union of 
N1 and Nz by the map which agrees withf, on each Mi. This map will be denoted (J;,M,,N,) 
+(J;,M,,N,), and its class in N(m,n) is independent of representative maps, and will be 
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denoted a1 + CQ. If (Z’,V, W) defines a cobordism of (fi,Mi,Ni), i= 1,2, write a(F,V,W) 
=(fi,M~,N~)+(f2,M2,N2). 
Given (f,M,N), one has fx i : M x Z+N x Z where i is the identity map on Z = [O,l], 
showing that every element of ~V(m,n) is its own inverse. 
Thus ~V(m,n) is made into an abelian group, in which every element has order 2, which 
may be considered as the cobordism group of maps of dimension (m,n). 
One may define a product X(rrr,n) x X(WZ’,,‘) + J(m + m’, n + n’) by sending 
(c(,, CQ) into the class of (fr x f2, M, x M2, iV1 x N,), if Cli is the class of (fi,Mi,Ni). This 
makes the direct sum of the N(m,n) into a bigraded ring with unit (the cobordism class 
of the identity map of a point). 
The relationship with the Atiyah bordism groups is given by: 
PROPOSITION. Let (f,M,N) and (f’,M’,N) be maps of dimension (m,n) hauing the same 
domain. Zf the two maps represent the same class in X,(N), they determine the same class in 
X(m,n). 
Proof. Let F : V-t N be a cobordism of (AM) and (f’,M’) and let g : V + [O,l] be a 
function which is 0 on M and 1 on M’. Then F x g: V-t N x [O,l] with F x glm = f x 0, 
F xglM, = f’ x 1 so a(F x g, V, N x Z) = (f,M,N) + (f ‘,M’,N). 
COROLLARY. IfJ;g : M-P N are homotopic maps, then (f,M,N) is cobordant to (g,M,N) 
Remark. Thus, since any map of differentiable manifolds is homotopic to a differ- 
entiable map, one has that M(m,n) would be unchanged if one restricted to differentiable 
maps in the definitions. 
03.HOMOTOPY INTERPRETATION 
Let BO, denote the classifying space for the orthogonal group 0,, with %!, the usual r-plane 
bundle over BO,. Classification of the sum SPr @ o” of aP with a trivial bundle of dimension 
n induces a map BO, + BO,+,, covered by a bundle map %, Q on -P %,+“. By Atiyah [2], 
taking Thorn spaces gives a map 
MO, % S” = M(%!, 0 0”) + M(Q,+,) = MO,,+,, 
where % is the smash product and the base point of MO, is the ‘point at co’. This induces a 
map 
MO, + WMO,+, 
and taking the s-th loop space gives a map 
@MO, + C2-‘MO,+,. 
Now given any p 2 0 and q E 2 (positive or negative), define XJMO,) = lim 
1-03 
JV&CYMO,+,J, (here JV, is Atiyah’s bordism group considering spaces in question to be 
without base point) where c/r/~(@MO,+,J is defined for r + q > 0 and the limit is defined 
using the given mappings. 
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THEOREM. For all m and n, 
X(m,n) IZ N,(MO,_,) = lim Jlm(Qr”%40,+,,). 
r-m 
Proof. Define a function 
@ : N,,(MO,_,) + N(m,n> 
as follows. 
For a E JV,(MO,_,), choose a representative CQ E X~(SZ’MO,.+._,,) for some r, and 
choose a map q: N” -+ CYMO,+,-, representing c(~. This gives a map $ : N x Sr-, MO,+,_, 
(taking N x 1 to the base point). By a small homotopy, fixed on a neighborhood of N x 1 
Qmay be made transverse regular on BO,+,_, c MO,+n_m, with M c N x S’ being the 
inverse image of BO,+,_,. M has codimension r + n - m in N x S’, so M has dimension 
m. Let f : M -+ N be composition of the inclusion M + N x S’ and the projection 
N x S’--+ N. Then @‘(a) is the class of (f,M,N) in A”(m,n). 
If + were made transverse regular in a different way, the resulting two maps would be 
homotopic by a map N x I x S’+ MO,+,_,. Making this map transverse regular gives 
F/ -+ N x I x Sr --) N x Z, providing a cobordism of the two final elements (f,M,N). 
If 40’: N’-+ R’MO,+,_, is a different representative, then q and cp’ are the boundary of 
a map cp”: W+ R’MO,+,_.,. One may assume that the restriction of the induced map 
JI”: W x Sr+ R’MO,+._, to 13 W x Sr is transverse regular on BO,+,,_,,, and modifying 
$” with 8 W x S’ fixed, one gets V c W x Sr -+ W which gives a cobordism of (f,M,N) and 
(f’,M’,N’). 
Independence of choice of c(r comes immediately by showing independence of r. To 
see this, let \ir : N x S’--f MO,+n_m, which may be assumed to be transverse regular on 
BO,,,_, by independence of choice of cp. The map N-+ Qr MO,+l+,_, gives the map 
N x S--t MO,+lt_m -+ QMOr+l+n_m, 
or 
N x S’ x S’ 5 MO,+,,-m % S’ : MO,.+l+n-m 
with N x 1 x S’ and N x S’ x 1 mapping to co. The inverse image by h of BO,+l+,,_m is 
equal to BO,+,_, x (-l), and the inverse image of this by g is M x (- 1). Collapsing 
N x 1 x S’ and N x Sr x 1 gives 
N x Sr+’ +MO,+l+,_, 
which is transverse regular on BO r+l+n-m with preimage M x (-1) (not meeting N x 1 x 
S’ u N x S’ x 1) so the class induced in N(m,n) is represented by 
M+N x S*+%N 
but the diagram 
M-NxS I.+ 1 
I T -N t 
N x S’ x S’ -NxS* 
commutes, so this is the same representative. 
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Thus @ is well-defined. That @ is a homomorphism is clear, for both sums are disjoint 
unions. 
Now define a function 
‘I’ : .h’+n,n) + N,(MO,_,) 
as follows. 
For c( E Jlr(m,n) choose a representative map (f,M,N) with f differentiable. Choose an 
imbedding h : M+ S not meeting 1 for some large r. Thenf x h : M+ N x S is an imbed- 
ding not meeting N x 1. Let T be a closed tubular neighborhood of it4 not meeting N x 1 
and d. c the map 
N x S’: T/aT 5 MO,+n_m 
where c collapses N x S-interior T to the point aT in T/aT, and d is induced by classifying 
the normal bundle of M in N x S’. Then d.c takes N x 1 to 03, so this gives a map 
N+ !XMO,+,,_, which represents Y(U) in .N,(MO,,_,). 
Independence of choice of T is immediate from uniqueness of tubular neighborhoods; 
an isotopy between two choices defines a homotopy of the maps N + CXMO,,.,_,. 
Provided r is sufficiently large, two imbeddings of M are isotopic, and the two maps 
N + Q’MO,+,,-,,, are homotopic. 
Independence of representative (f,M,N) may be accomplished by applying the same 
procedure to the bounded map (F, V, W) to get a cobordism for the maps into UMO,+,_,. 
Thus Y is well-defined, and since both sums are disjoint unions, Y is a homomorphism. 
That @ and Y are inverses is obvious, thereby showing the isomorphism. 
Remarks. (a) Since computation of Atiyah’s bordism groups is a homotopy problem, 
this reduces cobordism of maps to a homotopy question. 
(b) The map Y may be more gracefully defined as follows. Let Cf,M,N) represent 
o! E N(m,n). This gives a class a’ E Af,(Nn) which by Poincare-Atiyah duality is a class in 
X*-“‘(Iv”), which is represented by a map S’(N)+ MO,+,,_,,, for some r, giving 
N-r WMO,+n_, or a class in JV,(MO,_,). Independence of all choices should follow 
from duality for manifolds with boundary. 
(c) The product M(m,n) x .N(m’,n’) + N(m +m’, n +n’) can be given by the multi- 
plicative character of bordism and the maps defined by 
BO, x BO, + BO,,, 
inducing 
MO, % MO, + MO,+, 
so if f : S’ + MO,, g : S” + MO,, 
S’ 8 s” = S’+” 3 MO, % MO, -+ MO,,, 
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thus a map 
Q’MO, x WMO, --+ CY’=MO,+,. 
(d) If one considers a class in Jlr(,,n), m < II, represented by an imbedding f : M -+ N, 
one has, by taking a tubular neighborhood of M in N, a map N -+ MO,,_,,,. Conversely, 
such a map is realized by an imbedded submanifold. Thus the classes of N(m,tz) which 
contain an imbedding are precisely those in the image ofXJMO,,-,,,) -+ N,,(MO,-,,,). This 
is not epic in general; for example N,(MO,) = 2, + Z, while Jt’,(MO,) = X(2,3) is 32,. 
&I. COMPUTATION OF THE GROUPS 
THEOREM. For all m and n, 
where Ni = 0 for i< 0, Ni is the Thorn cobordism group for i 2 0, and GF denotes the group 
of all functiorls on F with values in G. 
Proof. In dimensions less than 2(r + n), MO,+, is homotopy equivalent to fi K(X,, 
i=O 
r + n - i) so Rl’mMOI+, is homotopy equivalent to fi K(JV~, n - m + i) in dimensions 
i=O 
less than r + 2n - m. Letting r become arbitrarily large 
JYm, n) E Jlrll(MO,-,) z J.(j~o~(~j+,,-..i)). 
Since the bordism spectral sequence always collapses [.5], letting X,,,_, = fi K(Mj+,_,,j), 
j=l 
one has )A’,,,_,,l components all equivalent to X,,,_, and 
Jlr(m,u) z N,(X,_J’m-n, 
and expanding by the Kiinneth theorem, and noting that H,(X,,,_,; 2,) = Z,, gives the 
theorem. 
Remarks. (a) Since each .Ki is a direct sum of copies ofZ,, these groups are computable, 
knowing only the pi and the groups Hk(Z1,.j; Z,). In fact, one may proceed as follows: 
For any finite set o = (ii, . . ., i,) of positive integers (possibly empty; allowing repeti- 
tions), define : 
(1) Km) = r, 
(2) 10) = i, + . . . + i,, 
(3) o’ = subset of o consisting of integers not of the form 2’ - 1, and 
(4) W” = subset of o consisting of integers of the form 2’ - 1. 
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There is a l-l correspondence between operations 5’9’ of degree p and excess q and 
elements ce” with Z(o”) = q and IO”/ = p, and there is a l-l correspondence of elements o’ 
with jw’l = s and a base for Jf,, Thus H*(X,_,; 2,) is isomorphic to a polynomial ring 
over Z, on classes u, of dimension 101 - m -I- n for those o with 0 I Z(o”) < 10’1 - m + n. 
Let Y,_, be the polynomial ring over Z, on classes 
(1) xi of degree i for i > 0, i not of the form 2’ - 1, and 
(2) y0 of degree 101 - m + n for those o with 0 I Z(o”)c Iw’] - m + n. 
Then Y,,,_, z JV,(X,,,_,) and X(m,n) is isomorphic to the group of functions on .Af,_, 
with values in the group of elements of Y,,,_,, which are homogeneous of degree n. 
(b) Using these results, one may calculate the groups Af(m,n). For example: 
COROLLARY: (a) M(m,O) g A”frn, m >= 0; 
(b) ~V(0,n) z .AfO 0 JV,, n 2 0; 
(c) &(m,l) s Jygmel, m 2 0; 
(d) A’-(1,n) 2 Z2 0 Jlr,, n > 1; 
(e) A(m,2) z [JV, 0 Jtr, + (~(7 + 1)/2}2,]~m-z, r = dim J(T,-,, 
m2 0; 
(f) J-(2,n) E JV” 0 z, 0 zz @ zz, II > 2. 
$5. GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
In order to study the cobordism groups h”(m,n) from a geometric point of view, 
consider first the relation between the components of MO,_, and a map (f,M,N). 
One has q,(PMOr+n_m) r n,(MO,+,_,,,) z A’-,,,-, for r large. Then a map 
p -+ PMO,.+,_, gives a map S’-+ MO,+,_,, which when made transverse regular gives a 
manifold V,_, c s’-)p. If one has a map I-+ CYMO,+,_, with X = p0 up,, the construc- 
tion gives a cobordism of V, and V,. 
If (f,M,N) is any map and p E N, the map cp : N * Q’NO,+._ m gives a map 
p -+ R’MO,fn-m. Changing f by a homotopy, i.e. F : M x I-, N x I, gives a map 
N x I+ EMOr,.,_, which is a homotopy of rp and hence the component into which p 
maps is unchanged. In particular, J’ may be made transverse regular on p, with 
f-‘(p) = v,--1, and the diagram 
M= N x S’-,MO,+,_, 
t t 
v- pxS’ 
commutes (cf x h)(M) np x S’ = V), with V imbedded in p x S” Since f is transverse 
regular on p, the normal space to V in p x Sr at a point v or V together with the tangent 
space to M at v span the normal space to v in N x S’, and hence p x S’+ MOI+,_, is 
transverse regular on BO,+,_,. Thus the cobordism class of V is the component of 
IZ’MO,.+~_, into which p (and hence the component of p in N) maps. 
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From a purely geometric point of view, one may then define the ‘component’ at p G N 
of a map Cf,M,N) of dimension (m,n) to be a class x E A’-,,,_,, given as follows. By a homotopy 
off, one can makeftransverse regular on p and let x be the cobordism class of the manifold 
V ‘f-l(p). Iffis made transverse regular on p in two different ways, giving f’ andf “, then 
f’ and f fl are homotopic and the homotopy F: M x Z + N may be made transverse regular 
onp, giving a cobordism off’-‘(p) andf”-l(p). Thus the class x is well-defined. 
If (fJ4,N) f (f’,M’,N’) = a(F,V, W), with p E N, p’ E N’, and p and p’ belong to the 
same component W’ of W, let C be an imbedded curve in W’ joiningp and p’. Having made 
f and f’ transverse regular on p and p’ respectively, one may then make F transverse regular 
on C. Then F-‘(C) gives a cobordism off -l(p) and f ‘-l(p). 
PROPOSITION. Zf p and p’ belong to the same component of N and (f,M,N) is a map, then 
the ‘components’ of (AM, N) at p and p’ are the same. 
Proof. (f,M,N) + &M,N) = a(f xi,MxZ,NxZ)andp~NxO,p’~Nx 1, belong 
to the same component of N x I. 
Thus for any map (J;M,N) of dimension (m,n) one may write (f,M,N) = c (f,,M,,N,) 
for x o J)/,_,, where N, is the subset of N consisting of those points p for whi:h the ‘com- 
ponent’ off at p is x (N, is a union of components of N by the proposition), MX is f -‘(NJ, 
and fx is the restriction to M, off. 
PROPOSITION. Two maps (f,M,N) and (P’,M’,N’) of dimension (m,n) are cobordant if and 
only if, for all x E M,-,, the maps Cfx, M,., NJ and (fd, M:, N:) are cobordant. 
Proof. If (f,,M,,N,) N cf$M_&NJ for all x, then (fM,N) N (f’,M’,N’) since the sum 
in &‘(m,n) is well defined. If J(F, V, W) = (f,M,N) + (f’,M’,N’), let W’ be a component of 
W. Then for any point p of W’, the ‘component’ of the sum off andf’ at p is defined, and 
is independent of the choice of p. Let p(W’) be this class in A’-,,-,,. Then let W, for 
x E Mm_” be the union of the components W’ of Wfor which p(W) = x. If V, = I;-‘( W,.) 
and F, is the restriction of F to V,, one has a(FX:,,VX, WJ = (f,,M,,N,) + (f;,M;,N;) 
for all X E M,_,. 
PROPOSITION. Any map (f,M,N) is cobordant o a map (f’,M’,N’) for which allof the 
sets M: and Ni are connected. 
proof. Considering one x at a time, one may assume N = N,. Inducting it will then 
suffice to show that if N has two components, one may lind a cobordant map with image 
only one component. This would get each Ni connected. Then it would suffice to show that 
if f: M -+ N with N connected, f is cobordant to a map f ‘: M’ -+ N with M’ connected. 
Thus, let f : M -+ N with N having components N,, i = 1,2. Let pi E Ni. By a homotopy 
(i.e. a cobordism), one may assume f is transverse regular on p1 up,. Let Vi =f-‘(pi) 
(VI and V, are cobordant by assumption) and choose tubular neighborhoods Vi x 0; of 
Vi for which the map f on Vi x 0: is given by projecting on 0: which is identified with a 
neighborhood of pi. Let W be a cobordism of VI and V, and let V, x Z and V, x Z be 
disjoint collar neighborhoods of VI = VI x 0 and Vz = V, x 1 in W. 
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Let X be the space M x I with W x D” attached by V, x 0 x D” in W x D” to 
V,xD”xlinMxIandbyV,xlxD”in WxD”toV,xD”xlinMxI. Let Y 
be the space N x I with D” x I attached by D” x 0 to 0; x 1 in N x I and by D” x 1 to 
D”, x 1 in N x I. 
Map X into Y by sending M x I into N x I by fx i (i the identity) and by 
sending W x D” into D” x I by taking V, x I x D” into D” x [O,+] ((u,t,x) + (x,t/2)) and 
taking V, x I x D” into D” x [+,l] ((v&x) + ( x,4 + t/2)) and sending W’ x D” into D” x 3 
by projecting on D”, where W’ is the remainder of W. 
The spaces X and Y may be smoothed to give manifolds with boundary and the map 
gives a cobordism of (f,M,N) with a map (f’,M’,N’), where N’ is the connected sum of the 
components of N. (M’ is obtained from M by removing the Vi x D” and attaching W x S”- ’ 
along the boundaries. 
Note. If n = 0, this has constructed a cobordism of (f,M,N) to zero, N’ being empty. 
In all other cases, N’ is connected. 
Now consider a map (f,M,N) with N connected, and M = M1 u . . . LJ M,, the compo- 
nents of M. To reduce the number of components of M, letp, E Mi, i = 1,2. By a homotopy 
(cobordism) off, one may suppose f is constant on neighborhoods 0; of pi (i.e. f(DT) = 
f(pi)). Let I: I-, N be a path with I(0) = f (pi), A(1) = f&). Let X be the space formed 
from M x I by attaching D” x I, with D” x 0 identified with 0: x 1 and D” x 1 identified 
withD;xl. LetF:X-+NxIbymappingMxIbyfxiandsendingD”xIintoNxl 
by F(d,t) = (h(t),l). X may be smoothed to give a manifold with boundary and F gives a 
cobordism of (f,M,N) with a map (f’,M’,N) where M’ has components Mj for j > 2 and 
has replaced the components M, and M, by their connected sum. 
Note. If m = 0, this eliminates two components, and if m > 0, the connected sum of 
M, and M, is connected. Further, the image manifold N is unchanged, so that it remains 
connected. 
PROPOSITION. Let f : M + N with N connected, f transverse regular on p E N and 
V =f -l(p). Then (f,M,N) is cobordant to a map (f’,M’ u N x V,N) wheref ‘projects N x V 
to N and maps M’ into N-p. 
Proof. By a small homotopy off one may assume a neighborhood V x D” of V is 
mapped by f onto a neighborhood 0; ofp by projection on D”. Clearly CfM,N) is cobordant 
to (fu n,M u N x V x {O,l},N), where n denotes the projection of N x V x {O,l} onto 
N, and one may then remove V x D” from M and 0: x V x 1 from N x V x 1 and join 
along the boundary sets V x S”-l to obtain M’ and a map of M’ into N-p. This may be 
accomplished by a cobordism, and the resulting Cf’,M’ u N x V x 0,N) is as required by 
the proposition. 
Since the maps N x V by projection to N are easy to deal with, the geometric problem 
can be reduced to studying maps (f,M,N) with M and N connected and f : M-+ N-p for 
p E N. In non-geometric terms, this is the statement hat all components of MO,_, are 
the same. 
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PROPOSITION. If f : M-r S" and M is cobordant to zero, then (CM+!?) is cobordant to 
zero. 
ProoJ If M = 8 V, let A4 x [O,l] be a collar neighborhood of M = M x 1 in V. Con- 
sider s” as the unit sphere in Rnfl, and map V into D”+l by F, where F(u) = 0 if 
v#M x [O,l]andfor u = (m,t)~M x [O,l], let F(v) = r.f(m). Thena(F,V,D”+l) = (f;M,S”). 
For any m and n, the function which assigns to (f,M,N) the cobordism classes of M and 
N defines a homomorphism 
0 : N(m,n) --, Jv-, 0 N”. 
Given any M and N, a constant mapf : M -tN exists, so that @ is always epic. 
One may strengthen this result, due to the ‘component’ analysis. 
PROPOSITION. Let CD’: N(m,n) --) [Jlr,,, 0 Jv,] xm-n be homomorphism given by sending 
(f,M,N) into rhe function whose value for x E Jlr,_, is the pair of cobordism classes of M, 
and N,. If n > 0, Qf is an epimorphism. 
For n = 0, let a”: .&‘(m,O) + JV$- by sending (f,M,N) to the function whose value for 
x E Jlr,,, is the cobordism class of N,. Cp” is an epimorphism. 
Proof. For n > 0, let CI E [JV, 0 _Mn]l’m-n, and for any x E Jf,-,, let V, E X. Let 
([M,],[N,]) E a(x). Define a map f,: M, u V, x N, x {O,l } --+ N, by sending M, and 
V, x N, x 0 to a point qx in N, and sending V, x N, x 1 to N, by projection. Since 
n > 0, there is a p # qx in any component of N, and f, is transverse regular on p, with 
f -‘Cp) = V, x p x 1 E x. Letting (f,M,N) be the sum of the (f,,M, u V, x N, x {O,l},N,), 
(f,M,N) maps to r. 
For n = 0 and CI E J”fm, let (J;M,N) be the sum for all x E JV, with a(x) # 0 of maps 
(fx,Mx,px) where pX is a point and M, E x. Then (f,M,N) maps to a. 
The homomorphism 0 may be strengthened in another way. In particular, given 
(J;M,N), one may compose the map f : M --f N with the map z : N-+ BO classifying the tangent 
bundle of N. This defines a homomorphism 
y : -f(w) --) Jlr,W) 0 Jlr, : (f,M,N --+ (CT ._f,Ml, CNI). 
PROPOSITION. Let I, c H*(BO; 2,) be the ideal of all classes which map to zero in the 
cohomology of all n-dimensional manifolds under the map induced by classifving the tangent 
bundle. Let A,,n c .&“,(BO) be the set of all elements a = [g,M] such that all Stiefel- Whitney 
numbers of M divisible by a class in g*(I,,) are zero. Then image Y = A,,, 0 J,. 
Note. The ideal I,, has been determined by Brown and Peterson 141. In particular, Z, 
has no elements of degree less than or equal to n/2, so if 2m I n, Y is epic. 
Proof. Clearly image Y c A,, 0 X,, for given (fM,N), g =z * f: M -+ N-+ BO and 
g*(I,,) =J*.z*(~,), but z*(I,) = 0, and [g,M] E A,,“. Now let (x,y) E A,,n 0 Nn, There exists 
a manifold NE y for which ker r* = I,,, where 7 : N -+ BO classifies the tangent bundle. To 
see this, for each p E H*(BO; 2,) not belonging to I,, there is an N; of dimension n with 
r*(P) # 0. Let N’ be any manifold in the class y, and let N be the disjoint union 
N’ u:u (N;‘u N;) 
B 
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where p runs through all elements of the finite set H*(BO; Z,) - 1,. Then N belongs to y 
and its classifying map sends only the ideal 1, to zero. One then considers -V,,,(N) + _K,(BO) 
induced by z. Since x E A,,“, every Stiefel-Whitney number of x divisible by an element in 
the kernel of z*: H*(BO; Z,) + ti*(N; Z,) is zero. By Conner and Floyd [5, (17.3)], the 
class x is in the image of J”,,,(N). Thus there is a map (f,M,N) representing a class in X,,,(N) 
which maps to x in JV”,(BO), so Y(f,M,N) = (x,~). 
These results suffice to determine the groups ~V(m,n) for small m or n in a purely 
geometric fashion. 
For N(m,O) one has the epimorphism 0”: X(m,O) + Xc”‘. If (f,M,N) goes to zero, 
take a cobordant (J’,M’,N’) with each NL connected. Then each Ni is of dimension zero, 
connected, and cobordant o zero, hence is empty. Thus (f,M,N) is a boundary. @” is then 
manic, so is an isomorphism. 
For J(O,n) with n > 0, one has an epimorphism cf, = CD’: X(O,n) --f JIrO @ JV”. If 
(J;M,N) goes to zero, one may assume M and N are connected (x = 0 is the only possibility). 
Then A4 is empty and if N = a W, (f;M,N) = d($,c$, W). Thus Q is an isomorphism. 
For ,Ir(m,l) one has theepimorphism@‘: Jf(m,l) -+ JV<~-~ since Jfl = 0. If(f,M,N) 
goes to zero, one may assume each N, is connected, and hence is a copy of St. Thus 
f, : M, 3 S’, with M, a boundary, so each (f,, M,,N,) is cobordant to zero. 
For X(l,n), n > 1, the situation is more difficult. By the computations 
J(l,n) 2 Zz 0 Jlr,and Ai,, = Jlr,(BO) 3 Z,, SOY is an isomorphism. Purely geometrically, 
one could consider p: X(l,n> +Zz 0 Jlrn taking (f,M,N) to (f*(w,(N))[M],[N]). 
This is a homomorphism, and is easily seen to be well-defined. To show it epic, one has 
nl(N) + H,(N; Z,) epic for any N, so it suffices to be able to find, in any cobordism class, a 
manifold with w1 # 0. This is possible by taking the connected sum of any N’ with 
RP(2) x s”-2. If ,u sends (f,M,N) to zero, one may assume M and N are connected 
(Nl_,=O) and hence M = S1. One may then deform f to an imbedding of S’ in N, 
provided n > 2. Sincef*(w,(N))[M] = 0, the bundle over S’ induced from the tangent bundle 
of N is trivial, so the normal bundle of S1 in N is trivial. Thus one has S’ x D”-’ c N. 
The usual surgery (see [6]) provides a manifold W”+l with boundary N u N’, with W 
homotopy equivalent o N v ,D 2. Since N’ also bounds, attach W’ to W along N’ getting 
W” where N’ = 8 W’. Then f extends to a map of D2 into W”, mapping S1 into N = 8 W” byf. 
Thus p is an isomorphism for n > 2. 
Since Y maps onto A,,n 0 J,,, and Jlr(Z,n) ET Jlrn 0 3Z2, one may verify that Y is an 
isomorphism for Jlr(2,n), n > 3. For (2,3), one has &(2,3) z 32, while A,,, @ _V, =2Z, 
and Y is not an isomorphism (any 3 dimensional manifold has v2 = w2 + w: zero, so all 
classes of Jf2(BO) are not realized). For (2,2) one has J(r(2,2) % [N2 @ Jlr2]-N-a nd @ 
is an isomorphism of these groups. 
$6. CHARACTERISTIC_NUMBERS 
Let cf,M,N) be a map of dimension (m,n). In addition to the usual homomorphism 
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f* : H*(N) + H*(M), one has defined the ‘Umkehrungs’ homomorphismf, : H*(M) +H*(N). 
If c( . . . c1 E H’(M), one has a homomorphism 
H”_‘(N) s H”-‘(M) --=+ H”(M) % Z, 
and hence an element f*(a) EH”+i-m (N). This homomorphism is only additive. 
For any collection of partitions o, or, . . . , o,,with Jw] + jq] +... + ]w,( + r(n - IYZ) = n 
one may define a Stiefel-Whitney number of (f,M,N) by {M’,(N) u f*(cvo,(M)) u . . . uf* 
(w,@Q)][Nl, where for P = (iI, . , is), wp is the product of Stiefel-Whitney classes 
wi, . . . w_. s 
THEOREM. TM.O maps of dimension (m,n) are cobordant if and only if they have the same 
Stiefel- Whitney numbers. 
Proof. Clearly the numbers of a sum of two maps are the sums of the numbers of the 
individual maps. Thus if (f,M,N) = d(F, V, W), one must show that all numbers of (J;M,N) 
are zero. 
Atiyah and Hirzebruch [3] have noted that f* may be given by letting h : M + S’ be an 
imbedding, T a tubular neighborhood of (f x h)(M) in N x S’ and letting f* be given by 
Hi(M) 2 Hi+‘+“-“l(T/aT) f: Hi+f+“-“I@, x St) = H”+i-m(N) 
where 4 is the Thorn isomorphism and c: N x S’+ TIdT. 
Thus if (f,M,N) = a(F,V, W), one has 
Hi(V) 2 Hi+f+n-nl(T’/aT/) $ Hi+f+“-m(W x St) ~ Hn+i-m(W) 
for V imbedded in S’ and T’ a tubular neighborhood of F x h(V), defining F,. Thus 
wof*(wo,) . . . f*(w,,)CNl = i*(w,(VF,(w,l(V) . . . F,(w,,(V))Pwl, 
= ~i*G%(W)F*(w,,(~)) ... F*(w,~.(V)]CW, awl, 
where 
H”(W) 5 H”(N) 5 H”+‘(W, ~3$‘) 
and these numbers are zero. 
Now one needs to see that the numbers determine the cobordism class. For this, 
consider the map cp: N+ !XNO,+._, determined by (J;M,N), t large. Since bordism class 
is determined by Stiefel-Whitney numbers, the class of(f,M,N) is determined by the numbers 
wo(N)q*(Sq”i,) . v*(Sqr’i,)[N] 
where i, in H*(R’MO,+,_, ) is given by a base element of some rci(QfMOt+,,_,J. With the 
map Y: N x S’-, Mot+“_,,,, the class cp*(i,) is given by cp”(i,) @ 6’ = Y*(j,,) with ,jY in 
H*(MO,+,_,) given by the corresponding base element in ~c~+~(MO~+~-,,,) 2 . v~+,,,_~. 
Since Sqroa’ = 0 if Z # (0), Sq”cp*(i,) @ o’ = Y*(SqvJ. From the diagram 
N x St&T/ BT-+MO,+,_, 
U U 
M - BO,+,-m 
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and H*(BO,+,_, ) being given by Stiefel-Whitney classes, Sqy,, = @(p(w)), where 4’ is the 
Thorn isomorphism and p(w) is a polynomial in Stiefel-Whitney classes. Then 
cp*(Sq’i,) =f,(p(w(v))) where v is the normal bundle of A4 in N x S’. 
Then one notes that v @ ~~ @ o1 is f *TN plus a trivial bundle, so p(w(v)) is a polynomial 
&i(M)j-*w,(N). Th us the cobordism class of (J,M,N) is determined by numbers 
{w,GVf&,,(M)f *w,,(N)) . . . f*(wn,(M)f*wp.(N))}CNl 
but one has the formula f*(a uf*b) =f*(a) u b, and cobordism class is determined by 
Stiefel-Whitney numbers of the given form. 
Remarks. (a) The Stiefel-Whitney number lv,[M] is given byf,(w,(M))[N]. Thus one 
has the characteristic numbers corresponding to X(m,n) + Jlr,,, 0 Jv,. 
For JV-(m,n) + X,(BO) @ Jlr,, one has for (f,M,N) characteristic numbers of N and 
those of the map t.f, i.e. those of the form w,(M)j-*(w,(N))[M],which is w,(n?f*(wJM))[N]. 
These are the set of numbers in which only one factorf,(w,(M)) occurs. One then has: 
THEOREM. If 2m I n, Y: N(m,n) + Jlr,(BO) 0 d’-,, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. As previously noted, A,,,,,, = J,,,(BO) if 2m I n, so Y is epic. Then suppose Y 
takes the class of (J;M,N) to zero. All numbers wlf*(w,)[N] are then zero. If w,f,(w,,t) . . . 
f*(wms)[N] # 0, s is greater than 1, so since dim f*(w,,) 2 n - m, s( n - m) I n and so 
s I 2. Thus s = 2 and the only possibly non-zero number is 
f*(wo) *.f-dwJCN1 = SqmfdwcJC~l~ 
= u, ~.f*(woKNl~ 
where v, denotes the Wu class defined inductively by C Sq’-bi = w,, which is zero since the 
number of factorsf,(w,) is only one. Thus all numb&s of Cf,M,N) are zero, and (f,M,N) 
represents zero in Jlr(m,n). Y is then manic, so is an isomorphism. 
(b) Let UM,N) b e a map with N connected. Let p E N and make ,f transverse regular 
on p, giving V c 44. Then V has trivial normal bundle in M (since p does in N) so MI(V) is 
the restriction to V of w(M). Further V is dual in M to f*p, p E H”(N), since p is dual to p. 
Thus, if 01 E H”-“(BO), 
Thusf,(a(iM)) = a[ v] * 1, 1 E H”(N) the non-zero class. 
(c) Let cf,M,N) = x(fi,M,,N,) where Ni are the components of N. Suppose fi is 
transverse regular on pi E N, withf-‘(pi) = Vi. If x E X,_,, let N, be the union of the Ni 
for which V, E X. 
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Given x,y E .N,,-., x # y, there is a polynomial in Stiefel-Whitney classes P(w) of 
dimension m - n with P[x] = 1 and P[y] = 0. Thus there are elements P,, . . . . Pk such that 
PI PI . . . P,[z] is one if and only if z = x (for z in N,_,). 
Then given any o, wl, . . ., o,withlwl+lo,l+...+Iw,l+s(n-m)=n, 
(w~(N) * jj.f*(wmj(M)) ’ ~_f*(pu~)[“l=$(“‘co ’ nf*wu, * n.f*(pu))CNi19 
= T (W” * l-If*h+w * I-I P,Cv,15 
= (%o(w ~J,(w,jwxN)c~xl. 
This gives the relation between Stiefel-Whitney numbers of a map and the components of 
the space MO,,-,,,. 
$7. RESTRICTED CLASSES OF MANIFOLDS 
One could define cobordism of maps for more restricted classes of manifolds. For 
example : 
(1) Maps of oriented manifolds. One then has CI(m,n) E CIZ,(MSO,_,), and there is a 
mod 2 and rational homotopy equivalence MSO,_, -+ ,oOK(R,+,_,, j). Since tensoring 
with the rationals causes the bordism spectral sequence to collapse, one has R(m,n) 8 Q 
given by: 
%@Q+ f c 1 
%a-n 
Hjl(Qm-n+13 l;Q)O'..~~j,(R,-"+k,k;Q)~~n,-k 3 
k=l j,+...+j,=k 
where the functions on R,_, take non-zero values for only a finite number of elements. 
(2) Maps of arbitrary manifolds into oriented manifolds. This gives the groups 
C!,(MO,_,), which are computable since the bordism spectral sequence collapses (no odd 
torsion) giving 
[ 




(3) Maps cf,AN,ZV) withf*(w,(N)) = w,(M), and the same restriction on maps giving a 
cobordism, gives the group N,(MSO,_,). Here M c N x S’ has normal bundle reducible 
to the special orthogonal group. These groups are computable by the mod 2 homotopy 




(4) The process used will not work for maps Cf,,M,N) in which M is restricted to be 
oriented, with no restriction on iV, and the author knows no nice formulation for these 
groups. The low groups may be calculated. 
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For any m, let Bh c Cl,,, be the set of torsion elements (including zero), let BL be a 
subset of the non-torsion elements of Q,, such that one and only one of x and -x belongs to 
Bi, and let B, = B; v Bi. Then: 
(a) RM(m,O) r Z’m” @ Ztm’, m 2 0 ; (finitely non-zero functions) ; 
(b) RJlr(O,n) E R, 0 JV,, II > 0 ; 
(c) &V(m,l) E Qfm-‘, m 2 0, (finitely non-zero functions) ; and 
(d) C-U’-(1,n) r Z2 @ A’.,,, 12 > 2. 
The maps are given by: 
(a) qo(f,M,N)(x) = #{p E N If-‘(p) E x} - # {p E N If-‘(p) E - x} 
l 
if x E Bi,, 
#{p E N If-‘(p) E x}(mod 2) if x E Bh ; 
(b) cp(fNJ) = (CMJNI) ; 
(c)f:M+NisaunionOff,:Mi-+S’. Make fi transverse regular on 1 E S’ to deter- 
mine a class of dimension m - 1 determined only up to choice of orientation of S’, thus a 
class in B,,,_l, denoted t(i). Let cpCf,M,N)(x) be the sum over all i with t(i) = x of the classes 
of the M,; 
(4 cp : Q-NV ,n> -, Q,(BO) ON, : (f,M,N) + ( [T $W,[NI), and Q,(W g ~I(BWAJ 
2 2,. This is epic for n > 1 and is manic for n > 2 by the geometric arguments. 
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